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Introduction 

The Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety (ENVI) is responsible for 

the oversight of the activities of the European Medicines Agency (EMA), based in London. 

Following the Conference Presidents’ positive recommendation on 8 February 2018 and in 

the absence of a Bureau meeting before the mission, the President authorised on 15 February 

a fact-finding mission of the ENVI Committee composed of the Chair (out of quota), the 

Rapporteur and shadow rapporteurs on the Commission proposal on the relocation of the seat 

of the EMA following the withdrawal of the United Kingdom. 

The EP mission was led by the Rapporteur, Giovanni La Via (EPP) and the following shadow 

rapporteurs participated: Biljana Borzan, ENVI contact person for EMA (S&D), Urszula 

Krupa (ECR), Frédérique Ries (ALDE), Margrete Auken (Greens/EFA) and Piernicola 

Pedicini (EFDD). Elisabetta Gardini (EPP), Simona Bonafè (S&D), Jan Huitema (ALDE) and 

Mercedes Bresso (S&D - AFCO Rapporteur) attended the meetings as accompanying 

members. 

The aim of the mission was to obtain up-to-date information on the state of play of the double 

transfer process of EMA to Amsterdam and on the development of the building project of the 

future headquarters, as planned and with no interruption. Both are essential conditions to 

guarantee the efficiency and the business continuity of EMA.  

The mission was accompanied by Ms Sabina Magnano and Ms Aliette Carré from the 

Secretariat of the ENVI Committee. The following political group agents also accompanied 

the delegation: Gina Vasile (EPP), Majella McCone (S&D), Maciej Brachowicz (ECR), Aleš 

Pecka (ALDE), Axel Singhofen (Greens/EFA), Raffaele Luise (EFDD) and Soraya Lemaire 

(ENF). 

The meetings were held at the future temporary premises of EMA (Spark Building), at the site 

of the future headquarters (Vivaldi building) and at the Amsterdam World Trade Center, from 

11:00 to 17:00 on 22 February 2018. 

Summary account of meetings 

At their arrival, Members were welcomed by H.E. Mr Johan van der Werff, Ambassador for 

International Organisations of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, Ms Hannah Koppenaal, 

Project Officer EMA of the Ministry of Health and Ms Marijke Rombouts, Senior 

Management Advisor of the Municipality of Amsterdam. 

At the Spark building, Ms Gea Van Craaikamp, Deputy Secretary-General of the Ministry of 

Health recalled the bidbook presented by the Netherlands and Amsterdam metropolitan area. 

She underlined two relevant dates: 15 November 2019, date at which the permanent, high-end 

building will be ready; and January 2019 date at which the temporary premises in the Spark 

building will be ready. She then highlighted that while the Spark building was not included in 

the bidbook the building was chosen at the request of EMA as a preferred location over the 

other buildings put forward originally. It will offer 850 working stations, and a conference 

center (without the large auditorium) in the same building (which was not the case in the other 

two buildings). Ms Gea Van Craaikamp finished her intervention underlining the assistance 
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provided to staff, viewed as the best asset to ensure business continuity. The helpdesk set up 

in December 2017 provides advice on schools, medical coverage and special needs, housing 

and job market access.  

Mr Guido Rasi, Executive Director of EMA, stressed the characteristics of the choice of 

Amsterdam, underlining its connectivity and the fact that it ranked first for EMA staff in 

terms of retention. 85% of staff had declared its intention to remain with EMA if it relocated 

to Amsterdam. He compared EMA to an assembly line, as the hub for medicines networks. 

The lay-out of the premises should support EMA processes and at least match what London 

premises offered. Mr Rasi underlined that EMA and the Dutch authorities had agreed on the 

most suitable premises and that the Dutch authorities had pledged the availability of the Spark 

building on the 1st of January 2019, which would enable EMA to continue its core activities. 

A detailed relocation plan will be available in May 2018, which should ensure the Agency’s 

business continuity throughout the second move process and with EMA resuming all of its 

activities full-speed in January 2020.  

Mr Aginus Kalis, EMA Project Director, Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport gave a 

presentation on the relocation project, recalling the Council Decision of 20 November 2017 

and the Dutch Bid for EMA in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. The presentation revolved 

around 4 themes: continuity (custom-made new EMA headquarters, a temporary office 

ensuring business continuity in a “top-location” with extensive hotel capacity);  connectivity 

(new HQ 10 minutes away from Schiphol airport, Spark building 11 minutes); commitment 

(full support for staff, individual tailor-made expat programme, seat agreement, financial 

incentives and investment in EU regulatory cooperation); and community (open society, high 

quality health and social care, 25 international schools, adequate capacity at European 

schools). He detailed the financial package: the temporary office will be provided for by the 

Dutch government, ready to use and fully furnished, with the 2nd move paid by the Dutch 

government, the annual lease is considerably lower than the current lease in London and 

includes a diplomatic break clause. The seat agreement will be comparable to the treaty with 

Europol, Eurojust and Galileo Center and EMA staff will obtain a “privileged resident” status. 

Mr Kalis underlined that the seat agreement is key for operation of EMA and settling of staff 

in the Netherlands, and that it is currently envisaged that the agreement is approved by the 

EMA managing board and the Dutch authorities in June 2018. He then finished his 

presentation detailing the commitment made to the regulatory network and highlighting the 

planning and milestones implementation. 

Mr Fokke van Dijk, Architect at Central Government Real Estate Agency first presented the 

future new premises which was designed for a fast and safe construction. As the architect 

works for the government, the work could start in July 2017 to be tender-ready for October - 

originally the Council had announced the selection in October. The tender was released 

despite the Council’s delay and contractors could start working in mid-November. The 

Vivaldi building has no basement and the parking lot will be on an adjacent lot (made 

available by the Municipality), the off-site construction has started (“starts now”) and the on-

site construction will start in June. The centre-core of the premises will be built in two months 

and the building will include a conference centre, large conference rooms (NB the lay-out and 

size of those rooms is the same in the Spark Building), the number and capacity as requested 

by EMA, and 15.5 floors of offices. The Vivaldi building will be ready to use on 15.11.2019. 

The architect then presented the temporary premises. The Spark building will include 870 
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work stations to fully accommodate EMA staff, storage and internal meeting rooms as well as 

conference rooms (3x 90, 2x70, 2x40, 5x14-24) the number and capacity of which were 

requested by EMA. These will be ready on the 1st of January 2019. The main differences with 

the permanent building is that the temporary premises will not include the auditorium of 300 

people (which EMA does not currently have in London) and the size of the industry lounge 

and the delegates’ lounge will be considerably smaller. The architect underlined that while the 

situation may be qualified as “not optimal”, it is completely workable. 

Ms Colleen Geske, Senior Advisor and International Liaison of the Economic Affairs 

Department of the Municipality of Amsterdam detailed the different tools put into place to 

support EMA staff in their relocation, including an all-encompassing programme to increase 

staff retention. The phased relocation includes different stages with general information 

sessions given in London, an active relocation stage which has started mid-February with a 

personalised approach and a relocation expert to meet family needs and finally the assistance 

during the moves starting in the summer of 2018. 

During the “ping-pong” style questions and answers session that followed the presentations, 

the following was raised: Mr La Via asked the project Directory what was the nature of the 

confidential information included in the bid and if it could be released. Mr Kalis stated the 

information relating to the two buildings included in the bid was marked confidential to avoid 

financial speculation. He indicated that the information has since been made public and gave a 

paper copy to the head of the ENVI delegation. Mr La VIA then asked Mr Kalis to detail why 

the two buildings included in the bid (the Tripolis and Infinity buildings) were eventually 

rejected and how the Spark building was chosen. Mr Kalis emphasised that the Spark building 

as the building that could ensure EMA business continuity. EMA representatives came to 

Amsterdam one week after the Council decision and after having noted that the planned 

conference centre in both location would be in a separate building, EMA requested from the 

Dutch authorities that they envisage another location providing for the conference centre in 

the same building. 2 days after this request, EMA visited the Spark building which could 

satisfy this request. Ms Ries underlined the professional quality of the bid but emphasised the 

fact that the double move was not ideal and did not provide security on the transition. She also 

criticised the process leading to such a decision made on a coin toss. Ms Ries raised the issue 

of EMA deprioritising some of its activities until it is settled in its permanent premises. Mr 

Rasi stressed that EMA’s core business, medicines approval and the organisation of safety 

inspections could be maintained at 100%. He stated that EMA’s other “intellectual” activities 

would be taken over by the network for a number of months but that any delay in the delivery 

of the temporary building (planned for 1 January 2019) or of the permanent location (planned 

for 15 November 2019) would progressively deteriorate EMA’s activities. Ms Borzan then 

asked how holding interinstitutional negotiations between the EP and Council could impact 

EMA. Mr Rasi underlined that as long as on the 1st of January 2019 EMA could move in new 

premises, it would be ok. He also stressed that EMA did not have any contingencies between 

January and March 2019, not a single day; it could not afford having to “re-plan” the 

relocation since families have to soon decide where to start the new school year. Mr Pedicini 

recalled the fact that the Commission’s evaluation had been done on the original bid and 

raised the size of the Spark building, much smaller than the permanent building. The size (14 

000 m2) is in fact comparable to the size of the two buildings that were rejected as unfit by 

EMA. The architect said that while the Spark building is indeed smaller than the future 

permanent building, they had worked with EMA to refurbish and plan in a way that was 

satisfactory to the agency. Ms Auken asked about the existence of a plan B in case of delays - 
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to which the architect responded that while no plan B existed a risk analysis had been 

included in the refurbishing planning for the Spark building which was already renovated on 

the date of the visit (22 February 2018). Ms Auken also asked Mr Rasi the same question and 

also asked him what was currently being delayed by EMA. Mr Rasi underlined the absence of 

any plan B, evoked the possibility to stay longer in London, but emphasised that there was no 

negative signals so far. He mentioned that trainings were on hold, but not the activities 

relating to clinical trials transparency which had been contracted to external developers. Ms 

Bresso underlined that there was no Council decision as such. Mr Rasi responded that EMA 

had been told to go and that due to the nature of EMA’s activities it was in the agency’s duty 

to be prepared. Ms Bonafè enquired about the changes made to the fitting of the Vivaldi 

building compared to the bid and asked how it can be verified that those changes can be made 

including from a technical point of view. The architect underlined the evolving nature of the 

project, to an even better project with EMA’s comments. Mr La Via then asked about the 

tender for adjustments to the Spark building, noting that 10 more months of works would be 

needed before EMA can move in. The architect replied that the process of fitting out the 

Spark building was already under way with testing starting in September with EMA. The 

landlord will provide the carpets and walls while CGREA is working on the audiovisual work 

and the security aspects (for which the tendering is underway). All the refurbishing needed is 

done in an integrated way. Ms Gardini underlined the need for precautions to be taken since 

no plan B exists in order to ensure a seamless transition and comply with the timeline. She 

also enquired about the possible changes of the costs of the annual rent and safety 

requirements of the Spark building relating a shared courtyard and parking with hotels. The 

Dutch authorities replied that the building will comply with all safety and security 

requirements and the architect added that any additional requirement due to EMA’s activities 

is being assessed and will be complied with, without delays. He also underlined that EMA 

accepted the temporary premises as being satisfactory to continue its activities. Questions 

were raised with the Deputy Mayor of Amsterdam regarding the dry building site of the 

Vivaldi building and the tender process for it. Mr La Via specifically asked about the 

publication of the tender and the state of play of the results. The Deputy Mayor replied that 

the tender was published in October, that two bids have been received, and that the results of 

will be made available soon. The Deputy Mayor also reminded Members that a risk analysis 

had been built-in the planning so that problems would not lead to automatic delays. 

Members were then given a tour of the building to see how the office space and meeting 

rooms would be built-in the Spark building. In the afternoon, the Delegation went to the see 

the building plot of the future EMA headquarters from the ground, as well as from the 21st 

floor of the neighbouring building. The Delegation then went to the Amsterdam Zuidas 

Information Center where its Director, Mr David van Traa presented the Zuidas area and its 

different aspects. This was followed by a statement by Mr Hugo de Jonge, Deputy Prime-

Minister and Minister of Health, Welfare and Sport who expressed his hope that the 

information provided during the day enabled Members to be confident in a smooth transition 

for EMA and stressed that the Netherlands were on track with all aspects of the bid and 

providing strong support to help EMA staff to relocate. He then emphasised that the 

temporary building, satisfying both working and meetings needs of EMA, would be ready on 

1 January 2018, that the permanent location would be ready on 15 November 2019 and finally 

that there would not be any rent increase such as commented in the media in the recent days. 

Members thanked the Deputy Prime Minister for hosting the delegation and providing ample 

information on the process and planning. They unanimously criticised the procedure followed 

in the Council. Mr La Via stated that the adjustments required by EMA were well addressed 
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by the Dutch authorities and that the business continuity would need to be ensured, including 

throughout the temporary location phase. He then underlined that the risks related to the 

Vivaldi building were inherent to new constructions. Ms Auken commented that the lack of 

transparency within the Council created more problems than necessary. Ms Bonafè noted that 

at the moment there is no certainty that the Vivaldi building will be fully operating by the 

15th of November 2018. Ms Ries praised the quality of the bid but criticised the procedure as 

a “fait accompli” for the EP, de facto bypassing Parliament. Ms Bresso also noted the 

institutional mismatch. 

Conclusions 

The Delegation ended by a press conference where Mr La Via expressed the EP’s strong 

doubts regarding the procedure followed by the Council and stressed that this should be not 

be repeated in the future. He then thanked the Deputy Prime Minister and Dutch authorities 

for all the information given on the renovation works of the Spark Building and the planned 

construction of the Vivaldi Building. He concluded that the refurbishment of the Spark 

building was well underway and that it seemed that it will be ready in time for EMA to move 

in January 2019. In light of the information provided the construction of the new site should 

start in June and the future building project looks promising, Mr La Via warned however that 

the fact-finding mission clarified that any delays in the delivery of the Vivaldi building would 

lead to disruptions in EMA’s activities. 

The presentations and ensuing discussions provided key information to Members and allowed 

many points to be clarified. The mission provided relevant key input to the discussion of the 

ongoing legislative proposal and the preparation of compromise amendments. 


